Regulatory roles of OASL in lung cancer cell sensitivity to Actinidia chinensis Planch root extract (acRoots).
Lung cancer is one of the most common malignancies worldwide. Actinidia chinensis Planch root extract (acRoots) was found to have the capacity of the anti-tumor, although the molecular mechanisms remain unclear. The present study aims to investigate the molecular mechanisms by which lung cancer cells sense to inhibitory effects of acRoots with a special focus on immune-associated gene profiles. We firstly provide a preclinical evidence that acRoots can significantly inhibit lung cancer cell proliferation and apoptosis via the PI3K-OASL signal pathway. The heterogeneous alterations of immune-associated gene profiles of lung cancer cell types were measured after treatment with various doses of acRoots. The OASL gene was identified as the key regulator in molecular networks of acRoots-treated lung cancer cells and validated. The OASL gene plays an important role in the regulation of lung cancer cell sensitivity to acRoots, which modulated by the PI3K signal pathway. Thus, our data indicate that OASL can be one of the decisive regulators to maintain lung cancer cell susceptibility to acRoots and may be associated with the development of drug resistance. The regulation of OASL can be an alternative strategy to improve drug efficacy during cancer therapies.